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Is Science Lost ? part 2
Black Holes; hit or myths
ABSTRACT
Further to my previous paper "Is Science Lost" of July 14th 2021, in this
journal, this essay continues with the problematic issue of Black Holes, which
have become such a significant part of the mythology of current cosmology.
The presence of a Black Hole is inferred by its interaction with other matter
and it is the contention that orbiting stars might be an indication of a Black
Hole's location and mass, although none have yet been identified.
Given that, far away, from a Black Hole's gravitational influence, its external
gravitational field is identical to that of any other body of the same mass, this
when viewed from Earth, must seriously impede the separation of any Black
Hole from all the other material in the Cosmos.
So, do Black Holes actually exist in nature or are they merely pathological
solutions to Einstein's equations?
Is spacetime merely a replacement for an unknown force in space, waiting to
be replaced by yet another claim? Is cosmological physics lost? Maybe.
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Is Science Lost ? part 2
Black Holes; hit or myths
Further to my previous paper "Is Science Lost" of July 14th 2021, in this
journal, this essay continues with the problematic issue of Black Holes, which
have become such a significant part of the mythology of current cosmology.
BACKGROUND
The conventional understanding of Black Holes is that the gravitational forces,
that resulted in the formation of them, are so massive that they overcome the
Pauli exclusion principle, the mechanism that usually prevents matter-particles
from getting too close to one another.
Einstein predicted these phenomena with his field equation;
However it was left to Princeton physicist John Wheeler in the 1960s to coin
the term.
The British Meteorological Office have a formula for determining weather
patterns for their national forecasts. However they realise that they would
need an infinite amount of data for a perfect prediction. I suggest that Einstein
would also require an infinite amount of data about our Universe for his
equation to have any credence.
Nevertheless, 'evidence' is, that bodies approximating to Black Holes could
exist, both in the supernova-derived, star-sized form, and in the supermassive
Black Holes that are asserted to form in the heart of most, if not all, galaxies.
In principle, everything within the Black Hole has collapsed to a singularity,
with the limit of a Black Hole's influence being called its 'event horizon', inside
of which its gravity is so strong that nothing, not even light, can escape.
But the exact nature of Black Holes is extremely speculative, as the numbers
describing their behaviour reach infinity, which is an indicator that theory has
broken down.
But this hasn't prevented 'artists' at the behest of their physicists, from
inventing a variety of alternative, and decidedly fanciful, impressions of what
might, or might not, be discoverable in space.
Therefore, we have now quite a collection of imagined images; none, of
course, based in any degree, on fact, familiarity, expertise or evidence.
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THE ARTIST AT WORK
Below are 9 different ideas of what a Black Hole would look like.

Diagram 1; Various artistic illustrations of a Black Hole
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But, maybe the confusion stems from the common comparison with a quasar.

Diagram 2; A model of a Black Hole

A model of a quasar

MORE RECENT CONCEPTS and CONCERNS
However the conception of a Black Hole has evolved over the years, whether
or not the advances have come from data interpretation, or from the curious
graphics from the minds of those illustrators. Recent 'scientific' descriptions
have become more elaborate and include the notion that radiation can escape
from its clutches.
However, the image that hit the news on 8th April 2019 is at odds with all
these "artist's" impressions of the phenomena. The 'picture' they chose to find
is of the rather old-fashioned 'artist's' illustration which has been in circulation
for a while.

Diagram 3; The 'artist's' impression and the conveniently matching
'discovered' Black Hole.
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The right-hand image, above, purports to be the Event Horizon Telescope's
'discovered' Black Hole, posited as being at the centre of our own galaxy, the
Milky Way. And if this turns out to be true, which subsequent statistics leads
one to doubt, it would mean that an enormous number of affiliated problems
were cleverly overcome.
We're about 26,000 light-years from the centre of our galaxy, which lies on the
inner edge of the Orion-Cygnus Arm. It's sandwiched by two primary spiral
arms, of Sagittarius and Perseus.
NASA estimates that the Milky Way could be more than 120,000 light-years in
diameter, containing perhaps, at least, 400 billion stars, and may have as
many as 100 billion planets. At its centre, is the tightly-packed group of stars
known as the “bulge”, in a diameter of 10,000 light-years
At the very centre of this bulge is an intense radio source, named Sagittarius
A, and it is this, that is;
(i) either likely to be a supermassive Black Hole (which could be 4.1 million
times the mass of our Sun), or.
(ii) if the EHT is to be believed, it's truly a proper image of our own
supermassive Black Hole, whereby they have managed to prise what was a
pictorial idea from the 5 petabytes of data their 7 telescopes received.

Diagram 4; Where are we in the Milky Way?
Seeing as the Milky Way is full of dust and gas, (matter known as the
interstellar medium) and seeing how crowded is the area of space between us
and the centre of our galaxy, I do find it questionable that the Event Horizon
Telescope array could focus their equipment exactly upon a presumed single
Black Hole in the centre of this maelstrom of cosmic activity.
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Diagram 5; The centre of the Milky Way – image taken by ISAAC, the VLT's
near- and mid-infrared spectrometer and camera.
Just obtaining an accurate determination of the distance to the Galactic
Centre is hindered by countless effects.
These include;
"an ambiguous reddening law; a bias for smaller values of the distance to the
Galactic Centre, because of a preferential sampling of stars toward the near
side of the Galactic bulge owing to interstellar extinction; and an uncertainty in
characterizing how a mean distance to a group of variable stars found in the
direction of the Galactic bulge relates to the distance to the Galactic Centre."
THE REAL DEAL
Below are sixteen real images of cosmic phenomena readily available on the
internet. Four of these galaxies and supernova are alleged to contain Black
Holes. If they do, then it wasn't the Event Horizon telescope that obtained the
first 'picture' of one. But which of these figures are the ones that actually do
contain a Black Hole, and, given their similarity, how have such conclusions
been made about them?
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Diagram 6; various images of galaxies.
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Diagram 7; Various images of galaxies
These images are largely in keeping with the current understanding that light
and other debris are attracted across a flat plane, inwards to the Hole itself,
and then, somehow drawn downwards to a controlling mass.
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Diagram 8; The Flat Plane Black Hole
This is clearly nonsense, as was the earlier funnel-shaped interpretation of a
Black Hole's appearance. The mass that is responsible for the Hole's creation
would have to attract everything from everywhere, from every direction.
It is completely unscientific to countenance a single dimension in which the
Black Hole's gravitational influence would attract material.
This drawing also shows the strongly held belief that radiation is thrown out in
two opposite directions from that mass.
But visible 'light' is a form of radiation. It can be defined as an energy that
travels in the form of electromagnetic waves. This said, then the Black Hole
not only draws in radiation but spurts it out as well.
What would govern this? What acceptable physical system would allow an
action to act in opposite directions at the same moment? Or is this a totally
illogical concept.
Electromagnetic radiation, includes radio waves, microwaves, infrared, visible
light, ultraviolet, x-rays, and gamma radiation.
Could it be that somehow there are particles that are unaffected by the Black
Hole's mass, such as alpha radiation, beta radiation, proton radiation or
neutron radiation, with those being particles of a non-zero rest-energy.
But then that would mean that the idea of a Black Hole drawing in everything
really has to be abandoned.
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Assuming that Black Holes are no longer just hypotheses, researchers have
been studying a feature in space known as a corona, in order to accredit their
assumed attributes to the presence of a Black Hole.
Their telescopes picked up unexpected “luminous echoes” , which, without
accountable explanation, are believed to be from light otherwise hidden
behind a Black Hole.
I ask why that particular light, clearly coming directly towards us from an
unknown source, wasn't swallowed up by any interceding Black Hole?
This 'discovery', the researchers claim,
"confirms Albert Einstein’s theory on general relativity".
Their explanation appears to be exactly that which is applied to the effects of
large bodies of mass, in space, which are purported to 'bend' light from a
more distance source; currently described as "gravitation lensing".
"The gravitational pull from Black Holes essentially bends light rays around
themselves, giving scientists their first glimpse of what lies behind".
So, not their first glimpse then.
If their claims are believed then their Black Hole's gravitational pull, which
once was declared as reaching only as far as their event horizon, apparently
can still affect the path of light at a far greater distance than previously
suggested.
Roger Blandford, a co-author of the research, boldly published in "Nature",
that:
“Fifty years ago, when astrophysicists started to speculate how the magnetic
field might behave close to a Black Hole, they had no idea that one day we
might have the techniques to observe this directly and see Einstein’s general
theory of relativity in action.”
Dan Wilkins, an astrophysicist from Stanford University, said:
“Any light that goes into that Black Hole doesn’t come out, so we shouldn’t be
able to see anything that’s behind the Black Hole".
“The reason we can see that is because that Black Hole is warping space,
bending light and twisting magnetic fields around itself.”
This, then, asserts that a Black Hole behaves like any other huge cosmic
body, in that it can 'bend' light.
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Diagram 9; Another artist’s impression of a supermassive Black Hole.
Further ungrammatical and questionable claims continue;
" around the edge of a Black Hole there's a lot of matter that's spinning into
the middle of the Black Hole and it heats up really hot and it lets off a lot of
light because its so hot".
The idea that matter that falls onto a Black Hole, forming an external accretion
disk, which spins at such a speed that it becomes "really hot", is a really
dubious assertion.
What causes the spin?
How is the matter heated?
Is it heated by friction?
Friction cannot occur in space as there is no mass, nothing solid, for material
to 'rub up' against. The light, that is, somehow, caught up in the whirling
Accretion Disc, has no mass, and mass is required in any friction action.
Light cannot cause friction by itself, nor be affected by friction with whatever
matter the disc is otherwise made from.
The notion that a fiery ring surrounds a Black Hole is spurious.
Light (photons) cannot travel at a speed whereby they would heat up, by
being in contact with another medium, as light speed is finite, and we know
that a beam of light from a hand-held torch, here on Earth, does not expel fire,
alongside its light beam, like a flame-thrower, yet its light's velocity matches
the cosmic speed limit.
However, it is Hawking radiation that is suggested as the reason for this fiery
glow;
"At the edge of the event horizon of a Black Hole there are quantum
fluctuations that happen right at the edge. A photon and an anti-photon can
appear at the same time...............
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A quantum fluctuation is a short-lived, random change in the amount of
energy in a point in space; appearing as virtual particles, they are created in
particle-antiparticle pairs. Hence the asserted photon / anti-photon.
However, since they are alleged to be created spontaneously without a source
of energy, quantum fluctuations and virtual particles are said to violate the
conservation of energy.
............ and annihilate each other, but if they happen to fall right on the edge,
and one of them enters the Black Hole, then it means that the other one can
exit the Black Hole.......
An anti-photon and a photon are affirmed as existing at the same time. But if
they are annihilated immediately, how is there enough time for each of them
to take separate journeys, one into a Black Hole, the other coming out from
same?
...... therefore a Black Hole can actually emit small amounts of photons, and
the Hawking radiation can be equivalent to assigning a temperature to a Black
Hole; a black-body radiation temperature. The larger the Black Hole the
smaller its temperature is. The smaller they get the more energy they
release."
This clumsy explanation invites further criticism. The invention of an antiphoton (never actually discovered) is allowed to appear then annihilate its
other self. Why is it that they don't both get attracted into the Hole, or both
escape its clutches?
"The other one can exit the Hole". So, when did that fall in, so that it can exit?
SPACETIME
The variously understood notion of Spacetime has become a 'cure-all' or
'universal remedy' for every counterintuitive activity that 'Relativity' physicists
have trouble tangling with.
It automatically solves awkward issues; it makes possible otherwise
inexplicable conundrums; it makes acceptable, unwieldy, inelegant or knotty
problems.
It is the present day 'cosmological constant' the current ' panacea ' or 'mystic
power' that is required to legitimise the results of cosmological mathematics,
which, without this special force or influence, both equations and hypotheses
would totally fall apart.
Einstein allowed that 'Spacetime' is any mathematical model which fuses the
three dimensions of space, and the one dimension of time, into a single fourdimensional manifold.
But the professed powers that it apparently possesses are now far reaching.
1) Spacetime allows for time itself to be malleable.
2) Spacetime invites a convoluted and circular argument. I.e. The Earth
dictates what Spacetime does, and Spacetime dictates what the Earth does.
Or, with more detail; Spacetime can be bent or warped by gravity, (even
although it must be mass-less) , and masses themselves create distortions in
Space-time, that cause it to bend. Those curves, in turn, constrict the ways in
which everything in the universe moves, because objects have to follow paths
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along this warped curvature. (of which, of course, there is no physical or
material evidence.)
An example given is that the mass of Earth dimples the 'fabric' of Spacetime,
much like a heavy ball lying on a rubber sheet, but the sheet, in return,
dictates any movement the ball might make!
3) Spacetime also gives complicated answers to simple issues.
A ball thrown high into the air will perform an arc and return to Earth, subject
to gravity and momentum. But Spacetime's convoluted answer is that the ball
follows a path caused by the Earth distorting the spacetime around it.
4) Space-time explains the unusual (beyond credible) relativistic effects that
arise from travelling near the speed of light, as well as allowing for the motion
of massive objects in the universe. Oh! And Spacetime can exceed the speed
of light.
5) A Black Hole sucks in spacetime, whilst a white Hole expels spacetime (in
a free-falling coordinate system). Of course, free-falling in space is a non
sequitur, as there is no direction in space and no universal gravitational point
towards which a free-falling object will tumble.
6) Spacetime is also 'wheeled in' to explain why light 'bends' around mass.
The explanation being that spacetime can 'contain light' so, although light
itself doesn't 'bend', spacetime can, perforce, bend- and take light along within
it. I.e. light can bend! (it's just semantics!).
7) Spacetime accounts for the circular path light makes around a Black Hole's
event horizon. Again it is axiomatic that light travels in straight lines until,
allegedly, it is warped within the confines of a spacetime matrix.
8) Spacetime also 'bends' the light from a distant star, around an intervening
galaxy's mass, so that we, here on Earth, can see that otherwise hidden
object.
9) And, of course, "the defining feature of a Black Hole is the appearance of
an event horizon—a boundary in spacetime through which matter and light
can pass only inward, towards the mass of the Black Hole.

Diagram 10; The green light-path is straight; it's just in a bent Spacetime tube!
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LIGHT BENDS
Now lets look at an explanation for light being deflected from a straight-line
path, in order to negate the need for any Spacetime involvement. The
following also nullifies all the nonsense about a gravitational mass being
required (or being able) to 'bend' light.
The actions of refraction and diffraction on light is well known, so this
knowledge is exploited in the experiment below;
A 'gradient index material' is prepared. This is a substance without a
consistent density. This tank has a brown-sugar / water mix; the liquid having
a higher density at the bottom and a lower density at the top. A laser beam is
projected through the side of the tank and, as the straight line of laser-light
passes through the changing density, towards the bottom of the tank, it is
gradually refracted into a curve.
Refraction is where the direction of light propagation is altered at the boundary
between media of different densities,

Diagram 11; A tank filled with gradient index material
We could now exploit this phenomena to explain a Black Hole, without the
need to invent Event Horizons, gravitational masses, bent light , or all those
debris-consuming vortices.
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The Milky Way is a disc that makes up 10-15% of the luminous or visible
matter in our galaxy. In addition there is an untold amount of cosmic dust,
consisting of tiny particles of solid material, which is floating around in the
space between the stars.
This interplanetary debris, occupying our solar system, is released from
comets as they approach the sun or from the collision of asteroids in the
asteroid belt.
Cosmic dust is made of dust grains and aggregates which can be irregularly
shaped, with porosity ranging from fluffy to compact.
The thickness of this interstellar dust deflects visible light, often leaving only
infrared light to pass through intervening space.
This cosmic dust can clearly provide a gradient index material similar in effect
to the sugar / water mix from above.
The image below supposes that a cloud of dust of varying density lies in the
path of light from the sun, or other luminous bodies, on track to reach Earth.
The light passing through the dust cloud is refracted by the various media
through which it travels, such that its path no longer proceeds towards Earth.
Therefore there will be a dark area, of no light, in space, that does not require
the complexity of Spacetime or a Black Hole to explain it.

Diagram 12; Light's path interrupted by a refracting dust cloud
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Diagram 13; diagrams 11 and 12 superimposed.
The results from the water / sugar tank are here superimposed on the
interrupted light travelling towards Earth, to show the exact same
phenomenon occurring.
AN EXPLANATION of a BLACK-HOLE IMAGE
To finish I include, from a u-tube demonstration, an error-ridden explanation of
why the current image of a Black-Hole looks the way it does, so as to endorse
my belief that physics is lost; it is clutching at very insubstantial straws, in
striving to explain cosmological events and astrophysical objects.
Below we have the alleged Black-Hole itself (shown, by me, as a red circle,
because, as described in the video, they are ball-shaped).
The outer orange ring is given as the Event Horizon, which, if the Black-Hole
is spherical, then this horizon also must follow the ball's contours and similarly
be spherical, but this is never addressed.
The Event Horizon is generally understood to be the outermost limit of the
massive draw of the Black-Hole's gravitational pull; and, within that boundary,
anything can be drawn in towards the Hole's central, gravitational mass. The
radius of the event horizon is known as the 'Schwarzschild radius', (within
which nothing can escape).
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Diagram 14 ; a Black-Hole
The narrator continues saying that matter surrounds this Black-Hole,
"in an 'accretion disc' of dust and gas which is swirling around it chaotically".
(although the demonstrator describes a definite anticlockwise rotation for the
disc, which he maintains throughout the exposition)
"Its temperature is of millions of degrees and its travelling (circling) at a
significant fraction of the speed of light."

Diagram 15; the Hole's accretion disc.
i) What makes it spin? Why does it spin at such an incredible speed?
ii) What forces are in play to keep this maelstrom of matter in the form of a flat
disc?
iii) How is its fixed position around the Black Hole initially determined?
iv) Surely, if the Black-Hole is a sphere, then this swirling matter should
surround the Hole completely, as a sphere of debris?
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Diagram 16; The avoided idea that the accretion disc must be spherical also.
Resorting to his naive explanation so far, he now says that
"the Black-Hole feeds off this matter growing bigger over time".
"If any matter from the accretion disc wanders into the closer area, it goes into
the centre of the Black-Hole and we never hear from it again".
He has previous said that the Black-Hole's gravitational influence only
reaches as far as the 'event horizon'. And this agrees with current physics.
v) So, how is the Black-Hole 'fed' from this spinning, outer, matter, if the 'disc'
is outside of the limit of the Hole's gravitational pull?
vi) What makes it "wander"?
Next;
"There is an innermost stable circular orbit at 3 Schwarzschild radii."

Diagram 17; the apparently useless 'stable' orbit of the chaotically
behaving dust and gas of the accretion disc.
vii) If it is stable, how does it allow material, from the accretion disc, (outside
of it) to feed the Black-Hole, beyond its stable boundary?
viii) What keeps it stable, when it is aligned with / adjacent to, a maelstrom of
movement?
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ix) What forces prevent it, itself, from being drawn into the Black-Hole, when
material from the accretion disc beyond it can 'wander' into the Black-Hole?
Next;
"There is something that can orbit closer to the Black-Hole and that is light. As
it has no mass it can orbit at 1.5 Schwarzschild radius."

Diagram 18; The sphere of light
x) Personally I have a problem when a mass-less particle can be influenced
by a gravitational force to create an 'orbit'.
xi) It is admitted that light forms a sphere around the Black-Hole, so why don't
we see this as a globe of light from Earth?
The next odd claim also refers to this photon 'orbit'.
xii) Which direction do the photons decide to follow?
Or are all the photons individually motivated to travel around the Black-Hole in
directions of their own choosing?
"If you look ahead you can see the back of your head".
The fact that it is so casually accepted that light bends, is explained, (simply)
in the assumption that "spacetime is curved" and thus, as we have seen
earlier, spacetime conveniently bends light to fit this plan.

Diagram 19; If the accretion disc was spherical, then the Black-Hole and its
surrounding sphere of light would never be discoverable.
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"The photons are in an unstable orbit, they either have to spiral out to infinity
or into the Black-Hole."
xiii) What would make them 'spiral out', and what would make them 'spiral in'?
Again, these photons are beyond the event horizon, therefore, well beyond
the Black-Hole's gravitational reach.
"the Black-Hole warps spacetime around it, and this causes light to be
attracted to the Black-Hole."
His next image shows lines of photons, actually out of reach of the BlackHole's gravitational pull, still being drawn into its environment.
(This image matches exactly my earlier claim that light performs just like this
when refracted in a gas cloud).

Diagram 20; photons being directionally affected by the Black-Hole, whilst
being far beyond its asserted influence.
xiv) This over- simplified, two-dimensional image completely ignores the three
dimensions of space, which, otherwise, if considered, would negate what is
being described.
xv) The whole explanation denies the fact that, in space, there is no direction;
no up; nor down; no left; nor right, no back wards; nor forwards.
Next, two conflicting sentences;
"You have to go out 2.6 Schwarzschild radii for light to continue in a straight
path".
"When it will just graze and curve around the photon sphere".
So its both straight and curved.
xvi) By solely considering light, which is approaching the Black-Hole from a
single direction, and by considering it also to be in a flat plane, his Black-Hole
and the event horizon would not, in consequence, be obstructed from our view
on Earth
However, if we imagine his scenario in three dimensions, with light coming in
from all directions, this notion of his is immediately shattered.
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Below, streams of photons are coming towards the Black-Hole from just 5
(three dimensional) directions.

Diagram 21; A three-dimension view of diagram 20.
xvii) With an infinite number of photon-routes approaching this Black-Hole, it
would be completely occluded from every direction; engulfed by the
foreground paths of these 'bending' photons. But a ball of light then should be
detectable from Earth, but it could hardly be labelled a Black-Hole.
Notwithstanding this parade of erroneous assertions, there comes more;an investigation into a 'central shadow'.
"This gives us a shadow that is 2.6 times bigger than the event horizon.
"What are we really looking at here? what is this shadow?"
He goes on to answer his own question.
"Light rays going above or below (the Black-Hole) also end up crossing the
event horizon, just on the back side. (Back? To whom?) What we get is the
whole back-side of the event horizon mapped onto a ring on this shadow. So
looking from our one point in space......."
(but Black-Holes must be able to be seen, and understood, from all around?)
."........at the Black-Hole, we get to see the entirety of the Black-Hole event
horizon. We talk about 'seeing' but of course it would be completely Black.
You get infinite images of the event horizon as you approach the edge of this
shadow."
Why infinite images? How should we "approach it"?
"What is the first light we can see? Well it those light rays that come in at such
an angle, that they graze the photon sphere, and end up at our telescopes.
And they produce a shadow that is 2.6 times the size of the event horizon."
xviii) These last two paragraphs make no sense at all. And the sizing!
Fortunately we are spared the maths.
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Diagram 22; How a 'shadow' is produced, and an Artist's impression of it.
The Black Hole is hidden behind the shadow.
Next he agrees that we might not be viewing the Hole perpendicularly and
thus adjusts his model to sit at an angle. Now we see clearly that the accretion
disc is just that. A disc. Somehow, in all of space a Frisbee shaped loop of
material, has chosen to occupy a two dimensional position around a spherical
Black-Hole. I still show my Black Hole in red, to separate it from the 'shadow'.

Diagram 23; Tilting the accretion disc.
"Because of the way the Black-Hole warps spacetime, it bends light rays. We
can now see the back of the accretion disc."
xix) What would a viewer at the back of this event now see?
Next he folds up the lower semi-circular part of his accretion disc so that we
can see how very thin it is, as it faces us.
For those interested in the original discourse, it can be found at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUyH3XhpLTo
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At about 6.40 minutes into the video the actual Black Hole is forgotten, the ball
is omitted from his display.

Diagram 24; the lower semi-circular part of the accretion disc is bent up to the
horizontal, then light from the back comes towards us.
"Light rays coming from the accretion disc bend over the top and end up
coming towards our telescopes."
Similarly light from the bottom of the accretion disc gets bent underneath the
Black-Hole."
Light that comes off the top (of the forward facing semicircle) can go around
the back of the photon sphere and come out the bottom, giving us a thin ring
beneath the shadow."
We have to remember that the matter in the accretion disc is going very fast,
so if its coming towards us, its going to look much brighter......
(He indicates that the light coming towards us, is from the left-hand side of
the flat accretion disc, thus it is travelling anticlockwise, as viewed from the
top)
...... due to relativistic beaming. Which is why we are going to see a bright
spot in our image.
"relativistic beaming"?
This now referring to the left of the horizontal, anticlockwise, spinning part of
the accretion disc, with brightness associated with speed. The initial upright
accretion disc appears to remain also.

Diagram 25; An artist's impression of a 'real' Black-Hole devised in the fashion
of the above nonsense.
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xx) And this, above, is derived from the image below, where, we, the
privileged viewer, see the phenomenon from the front, left-hand side. Now
both the semi-circles of the accretion disc are bent to the horizontal, whilst a
previously unseen second layer of this disc is revealed as remaining upright.

Diagram 26; the final 'proof'.
This explanation is presented as a serious understanding of how a Black-Hole
is formed, even although it completely avoids the fundamental notion that
there is no direction in space. It relies precisely upon its particular bearing; on
the perpendicular and the horizontal.
Constructive material is indiscriminately chosen, either to be flat or threedimensional, again to suit the narrative.
From any other viewpoint, other than the video's observer, a wholly different
shape would be seen.
Light is allowed to move about wherever it is required, to further the
justification. Once more the notion of 'spacetime' enables all sorts of
impossible activity for photons, irrespective of light's sacrosanct laws.
CONCLUSION
The presence of a Black Hole is inferred by its interaction with other matter
and with electromagnetic radiation such as visible light.
It is the contention that orbiting stars might be an indication of a Black Hole's
location and mass, although no particular stars have yet been identified as
orbiting around an area where a Black Hole might reside,
Given that, far away, from a Black Hole's gravitational influence, its external
gravitational field is identical to that of any other body of the same mass, (this,
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viewed from Earth), must seriously impede the separation of any Black Hole
from all the other material in the Cosmos.
I am sure that when Einstein worked out his Field Equations in predicting that
Black Holes should exist, he never imagined the complex and unsubstantiated
hypotheses that would follow. One example being the 'White Hole', a timereversed Black Hole, whereby, unlike its darker twin, nothing can enter its
event horizon. Dream on!
So, do Black Holes actually exist in nature or are they merely pathological
solutions to Einstein's equations?
Is spacetime merely another unknown force in space, required by
mathematician's equations, and waiting to be replaced by yet another claim?
Is cosmological physics lost?
Maybe.

END Clive Tickner 29/08/2021
A list of the earlier images of galaxies and supernova follow.
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1) An accretion disc surrounding a
Black Hole, 3,700 light-years in
diameter, at the core of galaxy NGC
7052

2) Galaxy NGC3370; A spiral galaxy
about 98 million light-years away, in
the constellation Leo

3) Supernova SN1994D3. Type 1a
supernova on the outskirts of galaxy
NGC 4526

4) An intermediate Black Hole, 500
times the mass of our sun. It might
have been the core of a dwarf galaxy
that was eaten by the edge-on galaxy
in which the Black Hole resides.

5) Spiral Galaxy NGC2841. An
unbarred spiral galaxy in the northern
circum-polar constellation of Ursa
Major.

6) NGC 2683, nicknamed the "UFO
Galaxy"

7) A Spiral Galaxy, on edge, showing
ingredients for a new generation of
stars and planets

8) NGC 1055. A Spiral Galaxy, on
edge, in the constellation of Cetus
(The Sea Monster).

9) NGC 7814. A Spiral Galaxy on
edge. It has a bright central bulge and
a bright halo of glowing gas extending
outwards into space.

10) IRAS 22036+5306 is a dusty,
bipolar proto-planetary nebula located
about 6,500 light-years away from
Earth in the northern constellation of
Cepheus

11) M104 The Sombrero galaxy. 0.3x
times the size of the Milky Way

12) M64 The Black Eye Galaxy, also
called the Sleeping Beauty Galaxy or
Evil Eye Galaxy and designated
Messier 64, M64, or NGC 4826. It is
relatively isolated.

13) NGC 634. A Spiral Galaxy. 217.1
mega-light-years away from the Milky
Way

14) NGC 4565 The Needle Galaxy
Most famous example of an edge-on
galaxy.

15) The complex astronomical radio
source Sagittarius A appears to be
located almost exactly at the Galactic
Centre and contains an intense
compact radio source, Sagittarius A,
which coincides with a supermassive
Black Hole at the centre of the Milky
Way.

16) Sculptor Galaxy, NGC 253.
Research suggests the presence of a
supermassive Black Hole in the
centre of this galaxy with a mass
estimated to be 5 million times that of
our Sun
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